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I've emphasized in recent months that when an economic growth cycle matures, second-tier opportunities in many industries often become very profitable, recalls Jim Powell, editor of Global Changes &amp; Opportunities Report.Currently, appearing several new opportunities in real estate as millions of Millennials become successful enough to finally buy their own homes.
Because most Millennials aren't as affluent as their Generation Z parents, or their Baby Boomer grandparents, they're more likely to buy affordable manufactured homes in parks than they are to buy site-built homes in more upscale areas. More from Jim Powell: Five Favorites for Energy InvestorsAs a result, trailer parks — as they're still often called — are no longer considered to
be the black sheep of the housing industry. Instead, they become cash cows. Today's newer manufactured home parks are particularly popular because they usually offer attractive amenities. Security is at the top of the list. Most upscale parks are actually fenced communities for people who can't afford to live in one for site-built homes in more expensive areas. Many trailer parks
also have swimming pools, tennis courts, dog exercise areas, meeting halls for parties, and so on. A growing number of parks are also limited to older residents who would rather not be in a family park with children and parents coming and going all the time. A few parks go in the other direction: they cater to young families. I visited a family park on a weekend a year ago, and it
was pure pandemonium. I couldn't get out fast enough. Of course, the kids loved it. Several major equity firms — including the Blackstone Group — have discovered the profit potential of upscale trailer parks. We beat them all to the party when we bought Sun Communities (SUI) in March 2014 when it was $44.31. The stock is a top performer and is now up 185.0% to $126.27.
Sun navigates the current housing trend and looks likely to keep going. It's not too late for long-term investors to buy the stock. See also: Telecom Talk: Dish to Sprint Wise, Cavco Industries (CVCO) - which we bought in January - remains attractive and just made a big price jump. The company makes many of the innovative manufactured homes that appeal to Millennials. Cavco
is still OK to buy, but I'll wait for the recent price hiy to come down. I can now also recommend Equity Lifestyle Properties (ELS) which benefits from the increasing popularity of modern trailer parks. ELS owns or manages 412 properties in 33 states and British Columbia. In total, the company has 155,133 individual sites. Equity Lifestyle is the leading operator of manufactured
home communities, RV resorts and campgrounds in North America. The company has somewhat more upscale properties than Sun Communities and should be a good companion stock to own. Equity Lifestyle also focus on popular retirement locations and holiday destinations along canals, lakes and golf in addition, the company offers many rental units, a business that avoids
most parks. Equity lifestyle properties prosper. For the most recent quarter, net income increased from $53.1 million, or $0.58 per share, to $113.3 million, or $1.26 per share. I think ELS will be a lucrative long-term investment. More aggressive investors who want a smaller company that runs manufactured home communities should consider UMH Properties (UMH). The company
has 21,000 developed home sites, mainly in the Northeast and Midwest. The company also has an attractive portfolio of REIT securities. What I find most attractive about UMH is that it has a lot of institutional support. In fact, institutions own 62% of the company. UMH is also doing well; after eight consecutive years of double-digit growth, first-quarter rents and related revenue
rose 12% compared to the same period in 2018.The company carries a lot of debt, but that's almost always the case for REITs who buy and develop properties to expand their business. More from MoneyShow.com:(Bloomberg) - A steep sale in Bitcoin fuels concerns that the cryptocurrency bubble is about to burst. Bitcoin slipped as much as 21% over Sunday and Monday in the
biggest two-day slide since March. While the digital token recovered some of the losses during the European session, it was still down for the day. It needs to be determined whether this is the start of a bigger correction, but we've now seen this parabola break so it might just be, said Vijay Ayyar, head of business development with crypto exchange Luno in Singapore.Bitcoin, has
seen more than quads in recent years, evoking memories of the 2017 mania first making cryptocurrencies Prices nearly reached $42,000 on Jan. 8 with retail traders and Wall Street investors claming for a piece of the action. Bitcoin slid 6.2% to $35,555.59 as of 10:37 a.m. in London. Time to take money off the table, Scott Minerd, chief investment officer at Guggenheim
Investments, said in a tweet from his verified Twitter account. Bitcoin's parabolic rise is unsustainable in the near term. In late December, Minerd predicted Bitcoin could eventually reach $400,000.True Believers in Bitcoin argue the rally this time around is different from previous boom-bust cycles because the asset has matured with the entry of institutional investors and is
increasingly seen as a legitimate hedge against dollar weakness and inflation risk. Others worry that the rally is untebridled from reason and fueled by large swathes of fiscal and monetary stimulus, with Bitcoin unlikely to ever serve as a viable currency alternative. With so many investors wanting to get rich on Bitcoin, the asset is attracting the attention of regulators. On Monday,
the UK's financial watchdog issued a stark warning for consumers who want to benefit out of crypto: be ready to lose everything. Invest in cryptoasses, or investments and connecting with them usually involves taking very high risks with investors' money, the Financial Conduct Authority said in a statement. The FCA's concerns include price discontinting, the complexity of products
on offer and the lack of consumer protection regulation around many of the products. Read: Does Bitcoin Tree Mean 'Better Gold' or Bigger Bubble? QuickTakeFor more articles like this, Please visit us at bloomberg.comSubscribe now to stay ahead with the most reliable business news source.© 2021 Bloomberg L.P.The electric vehicle boom has taken a much bigger piece of the
stock market, but there's still plenty of upside for savvy investors who know where to lookAs from July 2020, eight of the most valuable companies in the world are tech companies. Of those eight tech companies, two are Chinese companies. Bitcoin fell sharply early on Monday, after failing to establish a foothold above $40,000 over the weekend. Premium segment-focused Nio Inc
(NYSE: NIO) could be geared up to make mass-market vehicles, company CEO William Li suggested Sunday, as reported by Reuters.What Happened: The Chinese automaker, which competes with the likes of Audi maker Volkswagen AG (OTC: VWAGY), Mercedes-Benz parent Daimler AG (OTC: DDAIF), and Bayerische Motoren Works AG (OTC: BMWYY), would launch
mass-market vehicles under a different marque, such as , is it possible that we can enter the massive market, but certainly not with Nio brand, the CEO said. Why it matters: Nio launched his first sedan called the ET7 over the weekend. The vehicle's standard expense is priced at $69,185 before subsidies. The sedan will pitch Nio against high-end competitors, but not against
market leader Tesla Inc (NASDAQ:TSLA). The car could also offer competition to an EV made by Apple Inc (NASDAQ:AAPL) that is likely to partner with Korea's Hyundai Motor Company (OTC: HYMTF) as early as March, according to an unconfirmed report. Price action: Nio shares closed nearly 8.5 percent higher at $58.92 on Friday, gaining 0.24% in the after-hours session.
Related Link: Baidu confirms joining China EV Fray In Partnership with Volvo-Parent GeelyClick here to check out Benzinga's EV Hub for the latest electric vehicles news. Photo courtesy: Jengtingchen via WikimediaSee more from Benzinga * Click here for options trades from Benzinga * Baidu confirmed junction at China EV Fray In Partnership with Volvo-Parent Geely * Xpeng
Reports 112% Rise in 2020 Deliveries: What Investors Should Know (C) 2021 Benzinga.com. Benzinga does not provide investment advice. All rights reserved. Gilead Sciences Inc. updated its guidance for 2020 on Monday, raising its outlook for sales to reflect sales of COVID-19 treatment thinking, while hitting the top end of its per-share outlook and lowered. In a statement
issued ahead of a submission at J.P. Morgan's annual health care conference held virtually this year, the company said it now expects earnings to range from a loss of 8 cents to a gain of 2 cents, compared with earlier guidance for a loss of 25 cents to a gain of 10 cents. Adjusted EPS is expected to range from $6.98 to $7.08, compared to a FactSet consensus of $6.61. The
company expects product sales to range from $24.3 billion to $24.35 billion, from previous guidance of $23.0 billion to $23.5 billion. Sales of brake desivir, sold under the brand name Veklury, are expected to range from $2.800 billion to $2.825 billion. Shares were down 0.8% pre-market but are down 3.1% over the past 12 months, while the S&amp;P 500 has gained 17%. Invest in
your future. Learn more about the financial marketStock futures decline as Wall Street looks set to come off Friday's record highs; House prepares to move forward with Donald Trump impeachment; bitcoin suffers a massive, two-day drop. Tesla short sellers, caught on the wrong side of a $38 billion hit in 2020, suffered the biggest annual mark-to-market loss Ihor Dusaniwsky of
S3 Partners has ever seen. One of those underwater on that trade: Michael Burry of The Big Short. If the stars aren't aligned, the resulting tax bomb could cost you thousands. Quantum computers and supercomputers will revolutionize technology That Amazon and Walmart have found that for some goods it is often cheaper to repay the purchase price and let customers keep the
products. Exxon's mega-oil find in Guyana could be just the beginning of a long string of hydrocarbon discoveries in the Guyana, Suriname basinInvetors have a clear task ahead: find the stocks that will rise with an approaching bull market. Previous performance, of course, is no guarantee of future gains, but the stocks that have achieved rapid growth in recent months are a
logical place to start looking for tomorrow's winners. There are, of course, worries centered on the newly Democratic-controlled U.S. Senate that will give the incoming Biden administration a chance to implement its tax-raising plan and the weak December jobs numbers; will they combine to derail the market's strong upward trend? Not so fast, according to Credit Suisse's
Jonathan Golub. The firm's chief U.S. equity strategist raised its 2021 year-end outlook, showing it off from 4,050 to 4,200.Golub, firstly that the Democratic candidates won both of Georgia's Senate seats in the recent runoff vote, a development that gives the Dems effective control — albeit at the closest of possible margins — The incoming Biden administration has promised itself
to report both a summarized COVID relief package and reverse President Trump's policies. Control of Congress is a necessary condition. Golub said, this should lead to additional stimulus, including extending payments to individuals. The second point that noticing as a major supporting event for the markets is the COVID vaccination programme. While describing the slow
progression of the programme as underwhelming, he adds that he is the population of individuals will grow, economic activity will expand. The main economic effect of the impeachment policy, in Golub's view, is a likely coincidence of revamped consumer demand [that] cannot be ignored. By describing that question, Golub says, We're going to have the biggest stimulating event in
the history of the planet in the second half of this year... The strategist now sees — before the second half takeoff — as the to buy in. And that brings us back to growth supplies. We used the TipRanks database to pinpoint three exciting growth names, according to the analyst community. Each analyst-backed ticker stands to carve more gains on top of its already impressive
growth. Innovative Industrial Properties (IIPR)The growing normalization of the cannabis industry in the U.S. has opened up a variety of opportunities for forward-looking businesses. Innovative Industrial Properties are among these. This company is a real estate investment trust with a twist – it focuses on properties in the medical use cannabis sector. Like most REITs, IIPR
acquires, owns, manages, and rental properties — but its target customer base is composed of experiences, state-licensed, medical marijuana operators. The company's portfolio consists of industrial greenhouses, leased as growing facilities for medical marijuana suppliers. The value of this niche is evident from the inventory performance. IIPR shares are up 137% over the past
52 weeks. Financial performance matched the stock performance; revenues have been gaining consistently, quarter over quarter, for the past two years, and in 3Q20, the last reported, hit $34.33 million. That was a 197% year-over-year gain. There was a slight earnings dip in Q1 and Q2 of 2020, during the height of the corona panic, but the company's Q3 EPS reversed that, and
the 86-cent squeeze was 59% yoy. Piper Sandler analyst Daniel Santos sees momentum building in the marijuana industry, especially now that the Senate has shifted to Democratic control. COVID has created its own tailwind as states rush to fill budget holes with alternative tax sources. While this could lead to more liberal license grants, management was confident that most
states would opt for a limited licensing program and would benefit existing operators - a major boost to IIPR... Strong operator fundamentals and demand from institutional investors could lead to an increased pace in acquisitions, Santos noted. Santos rates IIPR An overweight (that is, Buy), and its $250 price target implies an upside of 40% for the next 12 months. (To watch
Santos' record, click here) Overall, IIPR has 7 recent reviews on record, breaking down to 5 Buys and 2 Holds, giving the stock a Moderate Buy analyst consensus rating. Shares recently appreciated quickly, and are now trading at $178.44. (See IIPR stock analysis on TipRanks) Par Technology Corporation (PAR)Par Technology provides support in the that enables software,
hardware, support services and other resources. PAR's applications applications Software, content management, business intelligence, food safety monitoring, sales terminals and video monitors. PAR's restaurant segment boasts operations in 110 countries, with more than 100,000 user installations. The company also includes a government services segment, with providing
computer-based engineering services and system design to the Federal government. PAR is an important contractor of such services at the Department of Defense. This company's growth has been impressive over the past year. The 52-week profit is 103%, reflecting the necessity of strong online support for PAR's target customer base as it works to recover from the COVID-
downturn. Third-quarter 2020 revenue recovered from a modest dip in the first half of the year, and at $54.8 million hit a two-year high. Among the fans is BTIG analyst Mark Palmer, who wrote, While we expect PAR's restaurant and retail revenue to grow by about 20% in each of the next three years, we expect his Brink software business to put annual growth in the 40% context
during that span... As PAR executes over its transition to a cloud software/SaaS mode, the valuation must grow to better reflect the recurring nature of its subscription-based revenue and the margins associated with its software offerings. In line with his comments, the 5-star analyst rates PAR a Buy along with an $80 price target. This figure indicates his confidence in a 29% one-
year upside to the stock. (To watch Palmer's record, click here) PAR has strong backing from the rest of the Street. With a single Hold, all 4 other analysts recommend a review over the past 3 months, PAR stock recommends as a Buy. (See PAR stock analysis on TipRanks) Maxlinear, Inc. (MXL)The semiconductor sector is an important industry, and Maxlinear produces chips for
a variety of roles: wireless and data center infrastructure, industrial connectivity and IoT programs, cable broadband and WiFi 6 network. Maxlinear's products are found in digital resumes, mobile devices, computers and netbooks. Semiconductors have been on a tear in recent months, and MXL stock is no exception. The shares are up 81% since this time last January, and that
timeframe includes sharp losses last February and March. The shift to remote work and virtual schools has put a premium on fast and reliable connections, which in turn have increased demand for the underlying chipsets. In 3Q20, Maxlinear's top line jumped to $156 million, a 140% consecutive gain and a 95% year-over-year gain. The company credits stronger demand for
broadband and connectivity products starting 2Q20 as the driver of the profits. Suji DeSilva, 5-star analyst with Roth Capital, is flat-out bullish on this stock, and his comments make it clear. We believe MXL represents a serviced in broadband and network RF and mixed-signal opportunities. We believe MXL sees continued strongly connected home demand boosted by continued
remote work/learning. We expect MXL's to take advantage of procurement accredia in CY21, DeSilva said. DeSilva places a $50 price target and a Buy rating on MXL shares. Its target marks a one-year upside of 34%. (To watch DeSilva's record, click here) All in the whole, the word on the Street rings largely bullish on this chip maker, with TipRanks analytics demonstrating MXL
as a moderate buy. The stock has 7 reviews on record, with a 5 to 2 split between Buys and Holds. (See MXL stock analysis on TipRanks) To find good ideas for growth stocks trading at attractive valuations, visit TipRanks' best stocks to buy, a newly launched tool that unites all of TipRanks' equity insights. Disclaimer: The opinions expressed in this article are exclusively those of
the popular analysts. The content is intended to be used for informational purposes only. It is very important to do your own analysis before making any investment. The Chinese for China, Zhōngguó, can be translated as the Middle Kingdom, reflecting the ancient Chinese worldview that China is the center of the world. The financial expert and radio host says these money bugs
can be expensive. More than 220,000 workers crossed the $1 million mark in their 401(k)s in the second quarter of 2020, according to Fidelity Investments.The last major adjacent oil discovery may be just weeks away, but the supermajors all missed the opportunity to hide right in front of themChina expected to renegotiate It's AgreementsShares of Nio Inc. shot up 6.4% toward a
record in premarket trading Monday. , as investors cheered the China-based electric vehicle manufacturer's NIO Day over the weekend. Nio's rally bucked the sale in shares of other EV makers and the broader stock market. Nio unveiled its ET7 luxury sedan, with an exterior designed for autonomous driving, boasting a New European Driving Cycle (NEDC) range of more than
1,000 kilometers (more than 621 miles). Deliveries are expected to begin in the first quarter of 2022, with pre-subsidy price starting at RMB448,000 ($69,141), or RMB378,000 with Battery as a Service. The ET7 looks to be competing with Tesla Inc.se Model Y crossover, which is set to hit the road in China in the coming weeks, said Wedbush analyst Dan Ives. Shares of Tesla
came up 2.5 percent ahead of Monday's open, putting them on track to snap an 11-day winning streak record. Among other China-based EV makers, shares of Xpeng Inc. rose 1.3% and Li Auto Inc. lost 2.9%. Meanwhile, futures for the S&amp;P 500 fell 0.6%. (Bloomberg Opinion) - U.S. government bond yields have registered some notable moves in the first few days of 2021.
Should they continue at their current rate, they risk causing headaches for both policymakers and stock investors because of their underlying executives. In less than two weeks, the experience a significant increase in yields in longer-dated bonds, or what is known in financial markets as a bear anchorage. The yields on 10- and 30-year bonds rose 20 basis points and 22 basis
points, respectively. The between those maturities and the biennial Treasury bill, on which the Federal Reserve's policies have a significant influence, widened significantly — from 80 basis points to 98 basis points for the 10-year and from 152 basis points to 174 basis points for the 30-year. These moves come when Fed policy has constantly sought to significantly suppress
returns and keep them in a tight trading bond. Should the moves continue, they would also challenge some of the strong managers of funds in stocks and other risk assets by reducing their relative attractiveness and by weakening the buy signals issued by models incorporating the discounts of future cash flows. Moreover, their persistence will be concerning for the economic
outlook due to their underlying managers and the potential impact on sectors that are sensitive to interest rates such as housing. What are those drivers? The recent moves in the U.S. yield curve reflect no change, real or forward-looking, in the Fed's extremely accommodative monetary policy standoff. Indeed, the minutes of December's Federal Open Market Committee meeting,
released last week, reiterated that the central bank has no intention of getting its stimulus anytime soon, and when it does, the process will be extremely gradual. Some of the other potential contributors to higher returns, such as increased government default risk or more favorable growth prospects, are also unlikely to be in play. If anything, the Fed's willingness to expand its
balance sheet without limitation reinforces the idea that there is a steady and reliable non-commercial buyer of government bonds. Meanwhile, growth prospects have deteriorated in the shadow of the recent increase in infections, hospitalisation and deaths related to Covid-19. The monthly U.S. jobs report on Friday already reported a loss of 140,000 jobs in December. The
Democratic sweep of the two Georgia Senate runoff elections last week raised the prospect of higher government budget deficits and much more debt financing. But with the Fed not only committed to maintaining its large-scale asset purchases, but also open to increasing it and moving more of the purchases to longer-dated securities, so a prospect shouldn't have an immediate
significant impact on returns. The most likely drivers are then expectations for higher inflation and more hesitation on the part of Treasury buyers. The former is supported by moves in inflation break-even and other inflation-sensitive market segments. The latter is consistent with the substantial market chat on how government bonds, which are so highly suppressed by the Fed and
face an asymmetric outlook for yield cutouts, are no longer ideal for mitigate risk. An intensification of the recent moves in yield curves in the weeks ahead will be alarming for both policymakers and risk takers in markets. While the Fed is hoping for higher inflation, it doesn't want it to materialize through stagflation — that is, even more disappointing and higher inflation. The Fed
has few tools, if any, to lead the economy out of such an operating environment. This, as well as the hit on corporate earnings from the lack of economic growth, will worsen what is already an extremely large disconnect between financial valuations and fundamentals. The most dominant market view right now, and it's quasi universal, is that stocks and other risk assets will
continue to rise because of the abundant liquidity injections coming from central banks and allocating more private funds. After all, central banks show no tendency to moderate their huge stimulus. And investors remain strongly conditioned by a powerful mix that has served them very well so far: TINA (there's no alternative to stocks) fuels BTD (buying the dip) behavior in response
to even the smallest market sellout, especially given FOMO (the fear of missing out on repeating impressive market rallies). As valid as these considerations are at this moment of time, they also warrant a close monitoring of the yield curve for U.S. government bonds. A significant continuation of recent trends will challenge the Fed, investors and the economy. This column does
not necessarily reflect the opinion of the editorial or Bloomberg MP and its owners. Mohamed A. El-Erian is a Bloomberg Opinion columnist. He is president of Queens' College, Cambridge; chief economic adviser at Allianz SE, the parent company of Pimco where he served as CEO and fellow CIO; and chairperson of Gramercy Fund Management. His books include The Only
Game in Town and When Markets Collide. For more articles like this, please visit us now at bloomberg.com/opinionSubscribe to stay ahead with the most reliable business news source.©2021 Bloomberg L.P.Investor's Business DailyThe stock market rally is looking to expand with Tesla in a climax run. Nio is a buy as the China EV maker unveils a luxury car, Which is what
they're talking aboutInvestor's Business DailyBuying a stock is easy, but buying the right stock without a time-tested strategy is incredibly difficult. So what are the best stocks to buy now or sit on a waiting list?* This weekend's Barron's cover story explores the new opportunities and risks that arise for investors as Democrats take power in Washington. * Other popular articles
explore why it's more important than ever to create a diversified portfolio, which will seek investors in upcoming earnings reports and how some century-old stocks fare. * Also the outlook for a top retailer, a struggling retailer, social media stocks, Dividend Aristocrats and more. Front-page story New Opportunities and Risks Arising for Investors as Democrats Take Power by Daren
Fonda suggests that investors should look beyond the chaos towards economic growth as more stimulus arrives and the pandemic recesses. Still, tax increases and regulation also likely under the incoming administration of President-elect Joe Biden. Is Southwest Airlines Co (NYSE: LUV) or or Disney Co (NYSE: DIS) worth a look now? Sarah Max's Walmart Throws Its Weight
Behind ESG suggests that Walmart Inc (NYSE: WMT) has rolled out ambitious environmental initiatives and introduced programs to improve workplace conditions, support public health and champion gun safety. Does this make the giant retailer a choice for socially conscious investors? In GameStop is caught in a vicious cycle, Connor Smith points out that videogame retailer
GameStop Corp. (NYSE: GME) faces multiple threats, from e-commerce to downloadable games. See why Barron's believes that investors are ignoring those threats, but that could change soon. Surviving for the past 100 years has not been easy, especially for public companies. So says Oldies but Goodies: Some century-old stocks still deliver by Al Root and Jacob Sonenshine.
See how really long-term investors fare in Altria Group Inc (NYSE: MO), United States Steel Corporation (NYSE: X) and others. In Evie Liu's Working Harder for a Diversified Portfolio, the case is made that with S&amp;amp; P 500 index funds skew toward the biggest stocks, such as Apple Inc (NASDAQ:AAPL) or Tesla Inc (NASDAQ:TSLA), investors need to work harder to be
diversified. The article shows how and explains why it matters. Earnings season is about to begin. Investors are already looking past it through Nicholas Jasinski discussing why investors are likely to pay more attention to how management teams like Caterpillar Inc. (NYSE: CAT) and General Electric Company (NYSE: GE) address the post-pandemic future. Will optimism prevail?
See also: Benzinga's First Bulls and Bears of 2021: Ford, Mastercard, PepsiCo, 3M, Tesla and MoreSocial media companies may finally feel pressure to take responsibility for our nation's discourse and behavior, according to Eric J. Savitz's The Risks Rising for Big Tech. See what Barron's think comes next for Facebook, Inc. (NASDAQ: FB), Twitter Inc (NYSE: TWTR) and their
counterparts. In Where's Jack Ma? His absence is a deal breaker for Alibaba Stock, Jack Hough claims that while internet giant Alibaba Group Holding Ltd (NYSE: BABA) is a fast-growing juggernaut, the risks of a Chinese government crackdown are too big. Does Barron think it's time for investors to go to the sidelines? Lawrence C. Strauss's These 5 Dividend Aristocrats Are on
Deadline: Increase Payouts or Lose Status Explains How AT&amp;amp; T Inc. (NYSE: T), Exxon Mobil Corporation (NYSE: XOM) and others didn't increase their quarterly dividend payouts last year, but they remain dividend aristocrats for now. Also in this week's Barron's: * One indicator indicating a rotten market * How 401(k)'s could soon offer annuities for lifetime income * Why
target date funds did well in 2020 * Activists who are prepared for action in 2021 * Why the recovery could take much longer than some think * Whether it's time to UK stocks on sale * Why the market now needs a good correction * Whether the jump in bond yields could be a problem for * What could boost palladium prices this year * Betting on Kentucky whiskey as a
cryptocurrency * Some considerations for post-Covid-retirementAt the time of this writing the author had no position in the said shares. Keep track of all the latest news and trading ideas by making Benzinga on Twitter.See more of Benzinga * Click here for options trades from Benzinga * Notable Insider Buys of the past week: Howard Hughes, Party city, Perrigo and more *
Benzinga's first bulls and bears of 2021: Ford, Mastercard, PepsiCo, 3M, Tesla and More (C) 2021 Benzinga.com. Benzinga does not provide investment advice. All rights reserved. Cathie Wood's biggest exchange-traded fund rose by nearly 160 percent last year thanks to betting on hot stocks like Tesla. However, similar star managers' performance tended to be worse than
average after their runs end. End.
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